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Abstract. The Internet as already impacts the recruitment process and the
development of Web 2.0 offers recruiters new perspectives. Are web 2.0
practices revealing new e-recruitment strategies? We connect first the RBV and
the SNT respectively with Web 1.0 and Web 2.0. Then, we present the results
from an exploratory study conducted among recruiters in software and
computing services companies. It appears that the use of Web 1.0 is generalized
but that it is becoming insufficient. Web 2.0 is used by firms to develop
employer branding and a reputation and to create new relationships with
potential applicants.

1 Introduction

“Every sector, every job, every function, was, is or will be disrupted by Internet”
stated Kalika in 2000 [19]. The HR sector is undergoing a transformation. In August
2007, Monster France had more than 3 million CVs on their databases and LinkedIn’s
social network had over 36 million members around the world in February 2009.

According to Lepak and Snell (1998) [22], the HR Function must confront four
seemingly contradictory pressures. HR departments are required to be simultaneously
strategic, flexible, efficient, and customer-oriented. Certain authors have suggested
that the use of technology may enable them to achieve these goals [36, 22, 21].
Recruitment plays a critical role in enhancing organizational survival and success
[29]. The recruitment process has been profoundly affected by major changes: the
retirement of the “baby boomers”, an increasing need for flexibility and
responsiveness, and complex modes of communication. The development of new
“social and sociable” media technology [26] called “Web 2.0” offers companies and
their recruiters new perspectives. Despite the growing importance of e-recruitment,
research in this area remains very limited and applicant-oriented [6, 23].

Our main research issue is: Are web 2.0 practices revealing new e-recruitment
strategies?

In the first part of this paper we linked the Resource Based View with Web 1.0 and the
Social Network Theory with Web 2.0. In the second part, the results of an exploratory
study on the recruitment practices of Software and Computing Services Companies
(SCSC) are exposed. Both parts, give us the possibility to develop an e-recruitment
2 Competencies, social networks and e-recruitment

2.1 Resource-Based View and e-recruitment 1.0

The recruitment process is in harmony with a comprehensive approach to competence management [11]: acquire, promote and regulate individual and collective skills. Today, competence management is considered to be strategic and a source of competitive advantage [12]. Thus, according to the Resource-Based View [2], companies should not be seen only in terms of their business portfolio, but should be defined as a unique set of tangible and intangible resources, a portfolio of core competencies and distinct resources [33]. Employees also play a real role in the success of organizations.

The nature of work in the 21st century presents many challenges for recruitment [32]: knowledge-based work places greater demands on employee competencies; demographic, societal, and cultural changes are widespread and are creating an increasing number of qualified applicants in the workforce; it is also increasingly diverse [32]. Chambers et al. [8] use the term "the war for talents".

Recruitment is thus the first stage in a comprehensive approach to competence and talent management. Peretti (2004) [31] divides the recruitment activity into four stages: preparation, research, selection and integration. With the Internet, recruitment methods are evolving and diversifying. According to a recent survey conducted by APEC [1], the French association for executive employment, the job market is becoming more and more transparent: 63% of recruitment operations result in job advertisements. E-recruitment can be defined as "the use of any technology to attract, select or manage the recruitment process" [30] (p. 5).

In this perspective we can distinguish three main aspects of web 1.0:

**Career websites** to improve the visitor’s knowledge of a company, promote an attractive image of an employer and of course generating applications [9, 27].

**Job boards** to give companies the possibility of communicating their job offers to a large public. Job boards can be generalist, like Monster, or specialized to provide more targeted information and more qualified CVs [13].

**Recruitment systems** have several benefits: cost reduction, efficiency gains, improved service to clients and improved strategic orientation [30]. Lee (2005) [20] developed a five-stage evolution model for the e-recruiting system.

The development of these different tools gives companies the possibility to access to important data bases of competencies. With Web 1.0 applications they can communicate on a large scale, target and manage the future core competencies of the company to obtain a competitive advantage in line with the RBV.

2.2 Social Network Theory and e-recruitment 2.0

Social Network and Social Capital are two closely linked notions that can be assessed in terms of three dimensions: the strength of the ties, the network’s structure and the nature of the contact attributes.

Bourdieu (1986) [5] defined social capital as “the aggregate of actual or potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of more or mutual acquaintance and recognition” (p. 248). Granovetter (1973) [16] has regularly used the job market to illustrate “the strength of weak ties”. Burt (1992) [7] qualify the absence of bridges between groups as “structural holes” and highlights the competitive advantage it represents with
respect to informational benefits. Coleman (1988) [10] and Putnam (1995) [34] do not share this point of view. They highlight the importance of trust in the development of social capital. For Lin et al. (1981) [24], what is important it is not the strength of the ties maintained with an individual, but the resources accessible through the latter: the higher the contact status used, the higher the occupational status obtained.

From an applicant’s point of view, mobilizing a social network makes it possible to obtain more information about the company and the job [35, 16, 18]. This method may also enable applicants to acquire better wages [17, 18]). From an employer’s perspective, according to Rees (1966) [35], making use of one’s own network or that of the staff should limit the number of applications whilst simultaneously ensuring their quality and also reduce absenteeism and turnover. This method is both less expensive and more effective because of the confidence there is in the applications [18]. Companies no longer think twice about seeking out their employees’ networks. Some have formalized this method and put in place an effective cooptation policy. A survey conducted by DARES shows that over 50% of recruiters mobilize their networks during the recruitment process [15].

Social network has been widely associated with the term Web 2.0 [28]. This term is still much criticized; however, it represents real evolution in the Web. Web 1.0 fitted into a scheme of “author to readers” while the Web 2.0 tends to reduce hierarchies by allowing readers to become real actors. It is user-centered and it enhances information sharing.

In the recruitment framework, the most representative Web 2.0 tools are:

- **Blogs**, created by applicants and employers and headhunters (Hightech-job).
- **Online Social Networks**: Facebook or professional (LinkedIn or Viadeo) to find customers, partners and future employees, to hunt and contact “passive” applicants.
- **Virtual worlds**: In June 2007, the first French recruitment forum on Second Life, was organized (1,500 participants).
- **Cooptation websites** where people are motivated (financially speaking) to find potential applicants within their entourage and to attract to new talents (Jobmeeters).
- **Identity management websites**, such as Ziki, improve the visibility on the internet by, for example, centralizing and synchronizing on one page: your blog, your social profiles… and by promoting your page through a Google commercial link.
- **RSS feeds (Real Simple Syndication)**, where updated information can be automatically posted on a search engine of job offers (Moovement for example), or RSS aggregators (like Netvibes and iGoogle).
- **Video platforms**, such as Youtube or Youjob, give companies the opportunity to present their job offers, and applicants the possibility of introducing their CV.

Web 2.0 gives companies the possibility to put forward and increase their social capital. Employees and applicants can have access to a wider network, maintain and develop new relationships. Recruiters can directly contact people with interesting profiles which did not apply before. According to the SNT, developing, mobilizing a social network represents several advantages for both applicants and employers.

### 3. Results of an exploratory study

The aim of this study is to determine if Web 2.0 tools are really used by companies, how they use it and for what purpose. In the present case, we have chosen to study software and computing service companies (SCSC). They have considerable recruitment activity and they use Internet widely.
The exploratory study was carried out from May to June 2008. It was based on semi-directive interviews, with either face to face or telephone interviews. This method of data collection is justified by the exploratory nature of the study and the type of data collected: current recruitment practices, the practices that are considered, reasons, opinions. The sample was chosen for convenience. Although the size of the sample may seem small, if we consider the size of the companies interviewed and their recruitment dynamism, this sample nevertheless provides a global view of the phenomenon. Data saturation was achieved after eleven interviews; those interviews have been recorded and transcribed.

### Table 1. Sample characteristics

| Number of people / number of companies | 11 recruiters including 2 from the same company (1 located in a country city and the other in the Head Office). |
| Affiliated organization size | 1 company has less than 100 employees, 3 between 2,500 and 4,999, 4 between 5,000 and 10,000, 2 more than 10,000. |
| Location and local agency size | 5 people were at the Head Office, 6 at local agencies: 1 agency has less than 100 employees, 5 between 100 and 500. |
| Recruitment plan for 2008 | 1 company does not have specific objectives, 2 are planning between 500 and 1,000 recruitments, 7 between 1,500 and 2,500. |

After transcription, a content analysis was performed by coding themes and defining a reading grid. A second phase of coding consisted in comparing each interview, from which five main results emerged. Pragmatic validity was estimated by sending results to participants and analyzing their comments.

### 3.1 The competence profile is becoming more important than position profile.

5 companies declared to think exclusively in terms of competence profile and not in terms of position profile. The 5 others adopt both types of recruitment, but think more in terms of competence. Each company mentioned that this practice enables them to anticipate their needs. Internships are a starting point for young graduates to integrate the organization. Applicants are mainly hired on an open-ended work contract. These results are in line with the strategic evolution of competence management [12].

### 3.2 Web 1.0 is essential for recruitment transactions but is becoming insufficient

Job boards, career websites and recruitment systems are used by all companies (see table 2). Most recruiters think that Web 1.0 enabled them to advertise job offers easily and cheaply, whilst appealing to a larger public and making better application management possible. This result is in line with Parry and Tyson (2008) [30].

However, considering the highly competitive environment in which SCSC operate, the classic Web (or Web 1.0) is becoming insufficient for recruitment purposes. “The classic Web still remains a support that cannot be ignored […] but it is not sufficient anymore”. “Service companies have approximately the same needs and tend to contact the same profiles available on classic job boards, which tend to increase wage demands, expectations, and applicants’ demands in general.”

### Table 2. Classic tools (Web 1.0) used by SCSC for recruiting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Means</th>
<th>SCSC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job boards</td>
<td>x x x x x x x x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Web 2.0 is used to develop an employer’s branding and reputation

SCSC use Web 2.0 as a complement to “real” events (student events, speed-recruiting sessions...). Web 2.0 is considered to be a means of communication and differentiation. SecondLife is the most representative example. Of the 10 companies contacted, 3 have already launched a recruitment session on Second Life in 2007. Few applicants were hired (about 1 to 3 recruitments) but it allowed the companies involved to convey an innovative image of themselves. However, no further recruitment sessions are planned. The others companies do not intend to invest in SecondLife. This is no longer considered to be as interesting as it used to be.

Table 3. Web 2.0 tools used by SCSC for recruiting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web 2.0</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>x</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SecondLife</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viadeo</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blogs</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Web 2.0 makes it possible to manage new relationships with applicants

Web 2.0 gives SCSC the opportunity to increase their social capital by creating new relationships and reaching out to potential applicants. Members of social networks are not always in-between jobs but they stay open to job opportunities. These “passive applicants” are interesting for SCSC that are constantly searching for new profiles.

“This technology [Web 2.0] makes it possible for us to approach applicants differently, nowadays we recruit differently”.

Innovative practices appear and tend to develop. 7 companies use Viadeo’s social network (since 2008). Facebook is used by one company through an application that allows employees to display open positions on their profiles. Another company is developing its own application. 5 companies have participated in recruitment sessions through video conferences via YouJob or Walitech and/or have used video to hold an interview and promote the company (for example Enlignepouremploi). One company has created blogs about different parts of its activities to demonstrate its expertise, develop communities, and promote the company. It uses the Netvibes aggregator to create a unique information space. These practices are recent; we do not have the required distance regarding the outcomes of Web 2.0.

Web 2.0 used as complementary information about an applicant that has already been identified has divided opinions. Three recruiters think that this practice enables them to see the applicant from a different perspective. The others were more critical, for several reasons, including lack of time, lack of efficiency and lack of ethics.
3.5 Two possible evolutions: decentralization of recruitment responsibilities or development of outsourcing

Of the 9 companies with local agencies, 8 have decentralized recruitment management. Each agency carries out its own research and interviews and has access to CV databases. The software makes it possible to share information better and encourages decentralization of recruitment responsibilities into the regions. In addition, the development of online social networks could generate a decentralization of recruitment responsibilities to employees. 9 out of 10 companies have implemented a genuine cooptation policy. Companies declare that applications are generally of better quality. Web 2.0 could facilitate this policy. 2 companies encourage their teams to co-opt through these networks and develop their social capital. This decentralization phenomenon is in line with Ruël et al. (2004) [36].

Conversely, Web 2.0 practices could be externalized toward recruitment agencies. This possibility runs counter to the externalization conditions defined by Lepak and Snell (1998) [22], according to which the core HR activities are capable of being supported internally as a means of achieving competitive advantage. Recruitment agencies can, however, provide expertise and offer confidentiality.

Evolutions observed in the literature and in the exploratory study are presented in the table below. Obviously, e-Recruitment 1.0 and e-Recruitment 2.0 are not in opposition to one another; they may even be complementary.

**Table 4. e-Recruitment 1.0 versus e-Recruitment 2.0.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e-Recruitment 1.0</th>
<th>e-Recruitment 2.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large job boards</td>
<td>Development of new services, social networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscription to CV databases</td>
<td>Almost free CV and profiles (especially on blogs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mail alerts (“push mail” service)</td>
<td>RSS feeds, real-time information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic job advertisement (text)</td>
<td>Rich media advertisement (audio, video, animation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active recruiters (job advertising) or even passive recruiters (CV selection)</td>
<td>Proactive recruiters (social networks, blogs…)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active applicants (CV posting, reply to advertisement)</td>
<td>“Passive” or Proactive applicants (open to market opportunities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs forum</td>
<td>Virtual jobs forum, online events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classic communication (advertisement)</td>
<td>Development of employer’s reputation and branding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralization of recruitment management</td>
<td>Decentralization of recruitment responsibilities (easy cooptation through social networks) and/or Externalization toward recruitment agencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Transactional recruitment (one-shot, short term)…</td>
<td>… to Relational recruitment (applicant relationship management, long term) or even transformational recruitment (strategic role)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The literature review and exploratory study give a better understanding of recruitment issues. Internet is essential; the interviewed recruiters do not imagine recruitment without Internet. Web 1.0 brought tools giving access to important data bases of competencies. Web 2.0 reveals the shift from exchange-based recruitment practices to relationship-based approaches. Recruiters can increase their social capital by creating new relationships and reaching out to potential applicants. They can also develop employer branding and reputation and play a more strategic role within the company.
4. Discussion and conclusion

Based on the literature review and exploratory study we can extend our research by developing an e-recruitment model adapted from Ruel et al.’s e-HRM model, following the same division: strategy, goals, type and outcomes (see Fig. 1).

**Fig. 1. E-Recruitment model, adapted from Ruël et al.’s (2004) [36] e-HRM Model.**

**Initial recruitment strategy**, in line with Beyssere des Horts (1987) [4]. Profit strategy is used in organizations with mature activities. The recruitment process is very standardized. Positions are explicitly described. We can refer to this as recruitment by profile. Dynamic growth strategy is used in organizations where activities are growing quickly. The recruitment process is not formalized and concerns applicants with high potential. It is recruitment by competence, favoring experienced profiles. Managerial strategy is used in organizations which are starting their activity or developing new ones. The recruitment process is open. It concerns mainly young applicants with potential. It is recruitment by competence, favoring young potential.

**e-Recruitment goals.** Efficiency and processes: the recruitment function, like the HR function, should work efficiently and be aware of costs [22, 21, 36]. Applicant relationship management: technology could make it possible to ensure better management of applications [30]. According to our exploratory study, Web 2.0 offers
means for engaging relationships with passive applicants. **Employer branding and reputation**: HR practices can contribute to corporate reputations and branding [25]. Web 2.0 can be a solid support.

**e-Recruitment type**, based on Lepak and Snell’s (1998) [22] HRM type. **Operational e-Recruitment**: concerns basic e-Recruitment transactions characterized by short term applicant relationships, global messages and automation. **Relational e-Recruitment** characterized by the development of “real” applicant relationships through better feed-back, and the use of Web 2.0 tools. **Transformational e-Recruitment** concerns strategic e-Recruitment, anchored in a talent management strategy [14]. Employer branding and reputation could be a solid support.

**e-Recruitment outcomes**, adapted from Beer et al.’s (1984) [3] outcomes. **High commitment**: such outcomes can be characterized in terms of job satisfaction, psychological contract, motivation, integration. **High competence**: this points towards the ability employees have to learn new tasks and roles. It requires careful selection of employees from the beginning. **Cost effectiveness** can be attained by means of recruitment activities by accurately setting pay levels, rigorous selection that improves job satisfaction and performance. **Higher congruence** concerns the internal organization, the 'input, throughput, and output' of personnel structured in the interests of all stakeholders. Recruitment represents an 'input' of personnel, which is the basis for developing a coherent and satisfying workforce organization.

As a conclusion, new practices and issues are emerging. Nowadays, Internet seems essential for recruitment activity. Web 1.0 brought tools giving access to important data bases of competencies. Web 2.0 reveals the shift from exchange-based recruitment practices to relationship-based approaches.

The model makes it possible to obtain a global view of e-recruitment issues. It must now be validated by means of empirical research. Other sectors and other type of recruiters (for example headhunters) are worth considering in order to see the possible differences in e-recruitment practices. It would be interesting to adopt a dual approach, by studying the applicant’s point of view to detect what changes Web 2.0 brings to their professional development. European comparison would make it possible to identify the differences in practices. It could be worth considering other issues especially reputation, privacy and security issues.
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